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Hardline rabbi calls to ‘cleanse’ Israel of Arabs
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Ultranationalist rabbis, Yaakov Yosef (left) and Dov Lior (right), in Jerusalem, July 4, 2011
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Outspoken settler rabbi Dov Lior says Palestinians incapable of peace, only interested in waging war
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A right-wing rabbi associated with the hardline settler movement said on Tuesday that Israel should aim to "cleanse" its territories
of the
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Arab population, the Times of Israel reported.
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Speaking at an event in Givat Oz V'Gaon, an unrecognized settler outpost established in memory of Naftali Fraenkel, Eyal Yifrach, and Gilad Shaar, the three teenagers who were kidnapped and murdered on June 12, Dov Lior said that Israel could never succeed in reaching a
peace deal with the Palestinians as they are only interested in war against the Jewish State and incapable of grasping the concept of
democracy.
“There was no peace and there will never be peace, not because we do not want [peace], but because there is no one to make peace
with,” said Lior, who also serves as the chief rabbi of the settlement of Kiryat Arba.
“This is their character, they are for war, and the traits of a nation do not change.”
“They (Arabs) know how to lead a democratic government just like I know how to deal with camels,” Lior said during his speech
in Givat Oz V'Gaon, adding that the Israeli government should encourage the Palestinians to emigrate from the region.
“We must strive to clean the entire country (of Palestinians),” Lior said.
“We should o er them the right to return to their countries in the Arabian Peninsula, and give us the right of return to our country,” he
said.
Lior was arrested in 2011 after refusing to be questioned by police in connection with his endorsement of the book “Torat Hamelech,”
which justifyies the killing of non-Jews in some cases.
Written by Yosef Elitzur and another rabbi, the book reportedly says that babies and children of Israel's enemies may be killed since "it is
clear that they will grow to harm us."
It also said non-Jews were "uncompassionate by nature" and that attacks on them "curb their evil inclination."
"Anywhere where the in uence of gentiles constitutes a threat to the life of Israel, it is permissible to kill them," the rabbis wrote.
In 2011, Lior made similar comments, calling Arabs “camel riders” and “wolves” who “hate peace,” adding that they should be given the
“right of return” to places like Saudi Arabia.
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